07/06/16

Raid members, past, present and future; from the date of this message, I will no longer be
holding mythic guild runs, until Legion comes around.
Due to a number of problems ranging from, lack of interest and other commitments, to medical
issues, attendance has been at an all time low since the Christmas period.
This has lead to numerous attempts to raid, followed by disappointment from the attending
members, no one is to blame (except perhaps Qredil), it’s not any one person's fault.
Therefore, from this point onwards, until the weeks before Legion hits our screens, you are all
free to pug/fill spots in raid teams/buy a boost, as you wish, I will not hold anyone back any
longer by asking you to attend raids that will not go forward, three times a week. Go get the
achievements and progress you so deserve.
I cannot thank everyone enough for the good times we’ve had together in WoD, it’s been epic, it
really has, and I hope we can continue together in Legion, just as we did throughout this past
year. We had a late start as a guild and we got where we wanted in the ranks. I asked for top 20
on the server, and we got there. In Legion, I expect we will do better, I expect top 10 and nothing
less, we were close this time around, but given a fresh start in new content, with new interests
and a better than ever roster, we can be up there with the best of them.
I hope this will not deter anyone, and that you will all stick by the guild, not just as members of a
raiding team, but as friends as well.
Speaking of friends, Ollied, must return home after this summer and will not be able to raid with
us in Legion, due to his timezone, I mean, I can barely think straight after 3 hours with Scott
between the hours of nine til’ half eleven, how do you think he’d feel at 3 o’clock in the morning
hearing someone shout “KETAAAMINNNEEE” at the top of their voice? But in all seriousness,
I think I speak for everyone when I say this; Thank you Ollied, it’s been a pleasure buddy,
Lok’tar Ogar!
If anyone wishes to talk further, you can find me on Discord/B.Net (Dylxn#2187) and on WoW
from time to time,
Best of luck guys, I’ll see you in Legion!
Thank you,
Dylan

